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Finance & Investment

The Financial System
The New Approaches to Economic Challenges (NAEC) initiative was established to
distil lessons from the Global Financial Crisis and now the systemic crises sparked by the
COVID-19 pandemic. This book publishes short summaries of a diverse range of thinking
and proposals from a prestigious series of experts. NAEC invited them to share their
expertise with those who wish to learn more about the financial system from those at its
heart. They debate the theory and models of the financial system as well as the role of
its different component parts, such as currency, insurance or asset management and how
they interact. And they offer advice on how financial policy can contribute to making the
financial system more resilient.

Print ver.
Code: sge-2020-3-en
ISBN: 9789264324329
pages: 120

$36.00

PDF ver.
ISBN: 9789264597914
$21.00

OECD Investment Policy Reviews: Myanmar 2020
Only six years sets this second OECD Investment Policy Reviews: Myanmar apart from
the first review published in 2014, but much progress has occurred in investment policies
and related areas in Myanmar in the interim. Nonetheless, the reform momentum needs
to be sustained and deepened for the benefits of recent investment climate reforms
to be shared widely and for growth to be environmentally sustainable, ultimately
contributing toward the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). This second review
takes stock of recent achievements and assesses remaining challenges in selected policy
areas for nurturing an enabling responsible business environment and ensuring benefits
are shared with society at large. It places strong emphasis on impact and on how foreign
investment can help Myanmar achieve the SDGs and improve the lives of the people of
Myanmar.

Print ver.
Code: daf-2020-252-en
ISBN: 9789264808713
pages: 280

$84.00

PDF ver.
ISBN : 9789264532977
$50.00

Taxation

Taxation and Philanthropy
This report provides a detailed review of the tax treatment of philanthropic entities
and philanthropic giving in 40 OECD member and participating countries. The report first
examines the various arguments for and against the provision of preferential tax treatment
for philanthropy. It then reviews the tax treatment of philanthropic entities and giving in
the 40 participating countries, in both a domestic and cross-border context. Drawing on this
analysis, the report then highlights a range of potential tax policy options for countries to
consider.

Print ver.
Code: ctp-2020-542-en-print
ISBN: 9789264631144
pages: 120 $36.00
PDF ver.
ISBN : 9789264406193
$21.00
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Taxation

Tax Challenges Arising from Digitalisation – Economic Impact
Assessment
Inclusive Framework on BEPS

Print ver.
Code: ctp-2020-552-en-print
ISBN: 9789264495074
pages: 284 $84.00
PDF ver.
ISBN : 9789264494831
Free

The OECD/G20 Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) Project laid the foundations of the
project to address the tax challenges arising from the digitalisation of the economy with
the release of the BEPS Action 1 Report. Since then, the OECD/G20 Inclusive Framework
on BEPS has been working on the issue, delivering an interim report in March 2018, at the
request of the G20.
In May 2019, the Inclusive Framework adopted a Programme of Work, which was
endorsed by the G20 Finance Ministers and G20 Leaders in June 2019. The Programme
of Work outlined proposals in two pillars that could form the basis for a multilateral
consensus-based solution. It also provided that the OECD Secretariat would undertake an
economic impact assessment of the proposals to ensure that all members of the Inclusive
Framework could be kept fully informed of the economic and tax revenue impact of key
decisions relating to the proposals.
This report presents an ex ante analysis of the economic and tax revenue implications of
the Pillar One and Pillar Two proposals under discussion by the Inclusive Framework as part
of its work to address the tax challenges arising from the digitalisation of the economy.

Tax Challenges Arising from Digitalisation – Report on Pillar Two
Blueprint
Inclusive Framework on BEPS

Print ver.
Code: ctp-2020-578-en-print
ISBN: 9789264812390
pages: 248 $66.00
PDF ver.
ISBN : 9789264353848
Free

page: 2

The OECD/G20 Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) Project aims to create a single
set of consensus-based international tax rules to address BEPS, and hence to protect tax
bases while offering increased certainty and predictability to taxpayers. Addressing the
tax challenges raised by digitalisation has been a top priority of the OECD/G20 Inclusive
Framework in BEPS since 2015 with the release of the BEPS Action 1 Report. At the request
of the G20, the Inclusive Framework has continued to work on the issue, delivering an
interim report in March 2018. In 2019, members of the Inclusive Framework agreed to
examine proposals in two pillars which could form the basis for a consensus solution to
the tax challenges arising from digitalisation. That same year, a programme of work to be
conducted on Pillar One and Pillar Two was adopted and later endorsed by the G20.
This report explores options and issues in connection with the design of a global
minimum tax that would address remaining BEPS issues.

Taxation

Revenue Statistics in Africa 2020 - 1990-2018
The publication Revenue Statistics in Africa is jointly undertaken by the OECD Centre
for Tax Policy and Administration and the OECD Development Centre, the African Union
Commission (AUC) and the African Tax Administration Forum (ATAF) with the financial
support of the governments of Ireland, Japan, Luxembourg, Norway, Sweden and the
United Kingdom. It compiles comparable tax revenue and non-tax revenue statistics for
30 countries in Africa: Botswana, Burkina Faso, Cabo Verde, Cameroon, Chad, Republic
of the Congo, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Côte d’Ivoire, Egypt, Equatorial Guinea,
Eswatini, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, Mauritius,
Morocco, Namibia, Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, Seychelles, South Africa, Togo, Tunisia
and Uganda. The model is the OECD Revenue Statistics database which is a fundamental
reference, backed by a well-established methodology. Extending the OECD methodology to
African countries enables comparisons about tax levels and tax structures on a consistent
basis, both among African economies and with OECD, Latin American, Caribbean, Asian and
Pacific economies.
SPECIAL FEATURE: COVID-19 and AfCFTA: Risks and opportunities for domestic revenue
mobilisation in Africa

Print ver.
Code: ctp-2020-551-enfr-print
ISBN: 9789264952003
pages: 370

$108.00

PDF ver.
ISBN : 9789264631649
Free

Governance

Shaping the Future of Regulators

The Impact of Emerging Technologies on Economic Regulators
The pace and scope of emerging technologies are creating a sea change for governments
and for regulators. They challenge economic regulation by blurring the traditional definition
of markets, for example, and by transcending administrative boundaries domestically and
internationally. At the same time, the digital transformation is an excellent opportunity for
regulators themselves to harness the power of data and digital tools to improve regulation
and its delivery. Seizing this opportunity will require fit-for-purpose regulatory frameworks
and governance arrangements. This report brings together case studies submitted by
members of the OECD Network of Economic Regulators that highlight how regulators have
analysed and tackled these issues. The case studies span nine countries and a wide range of
sectors (communication, transport, energy, environmental protection) and provide concrete
examples of how regulators are responding to innovation in the sectors that they oversee.

Print ver.
Code: gov-2020-679-en-print
ISBN: 9789264492486
pages: 100

$30.00

PDF ver.
ISBN : 9789264622739
$18.00
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Governance

Auditing Decentralised Policies in Brazil

Collaborative and Evidence-Based Approaches for Better Outcomes

Print ver.
Code: gov-2020-694-en-print
ISBN: 9789264851450
pages: 168

$48.00

PDF ver.
ISBN : 9789264447790
$28.00

Public policies and services, such as education, health, welfare, infrastructure and
sanitation, are increasingly developed and provided via different levels of government
(national, regional and local), creating co-ordination and governance challenges. This report
describes how Brazil’s 33 courts of accounts can use their oversight function – including
audits – to help make such decentralised policies more effective and coherent. It presents
the results of a 3-year project to improve how the courts can work together, using the
area of education as a pilot for testing the use of indicators in the strategic selection of
audits. The report offers a model for audit institutions to assess multi-level governance,
and explores governance models for stronger collaboration among the courts of accounts
in Brazil. These approaches may inspire and inform other supreme audit institutions with
responsibilities for auditing decentralised policies and programmes involving central,
regional and local governments.

Education

Benchmarking the Performance of China's Education System

Print ver.
Code: edu-2020-1037-en
ISBN: 9789264172715
pages: 148

This report provides an assessment of both the strengths and potential areas for
improvement of the education system of the People’s Republic of China. It articulates the
inputs and outputs of China’s education system, brings in up-to-date policies and practices
implemented in China, and provides an in-depth analysis on how China’s education system
is performing in four overarching dimensions: learning environment, curriculum and
teaching practices, student outcomes and education governance. Additionally, this report
compares China with other high performing education systems to show the common or
divergent patterns between them, offering insights for education systems around the world.

$48.00

PDF ver.
ISBN : 9789264809956
$28.00

Global Teaching InSights
A Video Study of Teaching

Print ver.
Code: edu-2020-1341-en
ISBN: 9789264698017
pages: 308

$78.00

PDF ver.
ISBN : 9789264747159
$46.00
page: 4

What does teaching look like? What practices are most impactful? By directly observing
teaching in the classroom, this study trialled new research methods to shed light on
these key questions for raising student outcomes around the world. This report provides
a detailed account of classroom management, social and emotional support, and
instructional practices in the classrooms of eight countries and economies, drawing upon
the observation of lesson videos and instructional materials, the analysis of teacher and
student questionnaires, and the measurement of students’ cognitive and non-cognitive
outcomes.

Education

OECD Skills Strategy Implementation Guidance for Latvia

Developing Latvia’s Education Development Guidelines 2021-2027
In order to pave the path to future success, Latvia has developed its Education
Development Guidelines 2021-2027, which identifies key policy initiatives that are critical
for skills development. The Guidelines outline how Latvia will equip its citizens with
skills to flourish in work and in society. Evidence on the strengths and weaknesses of
Latvia’s education and skills systems has informed the prioritisation of relevant policies
in the Guidelines. A wide range of Latvian actors across ministries, levels of government,
education and training providers, employers, trade unions, the non-profit sector and
learners have been involved in the development of the Guidelines, demonstrating their
commitment to work together to implement these initiatives.
Looking to the future, more can be done to position Latvia to successfully implement the
policy priorities and reach the targets encompassed by the Guidelines. As the COVID-19
crisis has reminded us, the future is uncertain and therefore all plans must be designed to
be responsive and adaptable to overcome future challenges and seize future opportunities.
Building on the OECD Skills Strategy Assessment and Recommendations phase, the
Implementation Guidance phase has supported Latvia in the development of the Education
Development Guidelines 2021‑2027 by providing guidance on selecting policy actions,
improving Latvia’s indicator system, and selecting performance indicators.

Print ver.
Code: skc-2020-190-en-print
ISBN: 9789264847316
pages: 132

$36.00

PDF ver.
ISBN : 9789264354067
$21.00

Social Issues / Migration / Health

Health at a Glance: Europe 2020
State of Health in the EU Cycle

The 2020 edition of Health at a Glance: Europe focuses on the impact of the COVID‑19
crisis. Chapter 1 provides an initial assessment of the resilience of European health systems
to the COVID-19 pandemic and their ability to contain and respond to the worst pandemic
in the past century. Chapter 2 reviews the huge health and welfare burden of air pollution
as another major public health issue in European countries, and highlights the need for
sustained efforts to reduce air pollution to mitigate its impact on health and mortality.
The five other chapters provide an overview of key indicators of health and health systems
across the 27 EU member states, 5 EU candidate countries, 3 European Free Trade
Association countries and the United Kingdom. Health at a Glance: Europe is the first step
in the State of Health in the EU cycle.

Print ver.
Code: els-2020-648-en-print
ISBN: 9789264365643
pages: 236

$66.00

PDF ver.
ISBN : 9789264811942 Free
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Employment

Job Creation and Local Economic Development 2020
Rebuilding Better

Print ver.
Code: cfe-2020-806-en-print
ISBN: 9789264575653
pages: 140

$36.00

PDF ver.
ISBN : 9789264446236
$21.00

The impact of COVID-19 on local jobs and workers dwarfs those of the 2008 global
financial crisis. The 2020 edition of Job Creation and Local Economic Development considers
the short-term impacts on local labour markets as well as the longer-term implications
for local development. Chapter 1 explores the immediate local employment impacts of
the crisis, the divides within and across local labour markets even prior to the pandemic,
and the likely diverging recovery patterns. Chapter 2 considers the underlying trends that
COVID-19 will accelerate (digitalisation, the automation of jobs and polarisation of skill
profiles; a transition to greener jobs) or slow down (reconfigured global supply chains,
concentration of the high skilled in largest cities). Chapter 3 explores local action in the
recovery. It highlights the strategies to strengthen local employment services and training
providers to meet the increased demand for job placement and skills upgrading, particularly
for the most disadvantaged workers (youth, low-skilled, women) or business development
to serve the hardest hit firms and sectors (tourism, culture, hospitality). It also considers
strategies and tools to “rebuild better” by rethinking local development futures, taking
advantage of the changing geography of jobs due to remote working or other opportunities
such as the social economy. Individual country profiles are available online.

Science and Technology

OECD Digital Economy Outlook 2020

Print ver.
Code: sti-2020-206-en-print
ISBN: 9789264424760
pages: 316

$96.00

PDF ver.
ISBN : 9789264740440
$57.00

page: 6

The OECD Digital Economy Outlook 2020 examines trends and analyses emerging
opportunities and challenges in the digital economy. It highlights how OECD countries and
partner economies are taking advantage of information and communication technologies
(ICTs) and the Internet to meet their public policy objectives. Through comparative
evidence, it informs policy makers of regulatory practices and policy options to help
maximise the potential of the digital economy as a driver for innovation and inclusive
growth.
This third edition of the OECD Digital Economy Outlook provides a holistic overview of
converging trends, policy developments and data on both the supply and demand sides of
the digital economy. It illustrates how the digital transformation is affecting economies and
societies. Finally, it provides a special focus on how the COVID-19 pandemic is amplifying
opportunities and challenges from the digital transformation.

Development

OECD Development Co-operation Peer Reviews: United
Kingdom 2020
The OECD’s Development Assistance Committee (DAC) conducts reviews of the individual
development co‑operation efforts of DAC members once every five to six years. DAC peer
reviews critically examine the overall performance of a given member, not just that of its
development co‑operation agency, covering its policy, programmes and systems. They take
an integrated, system‑wide perspective on the development co‑operation activities of the
member under review and its approach to fragility, crisis and humanitarian assistance. The
United Kingdom uses its global standing and convening power to promote an evidencebased approach to stability, inclusion and prosperity and continues to provide 0.7% of its
national income as Official Development Assistance (ODA). The depth and breadth of its
expertise, combined with flexible funding instruments and strong country presence, allow
the United Kingdom to focus these ODA resources on developing country needs, while
protecting its own longer-term national interests. Articulating a clear and comprehensive
whole-of-government vision for its support to international development would allow the
United Kingdom to reinforce its policy priorities and engage the public. Further measures to
build effective partnerships and institutional capacity in developing countries would allow
the United Kingdom to build ownership of development processes and contribute to lasting
change.

Print ver.
Code: dcd-2020-137-en-print
ISBN: 9789264430709
pages: 128

$30.00

PDF ver.
ISBN : 9789264328891
$18.00

OECD Development Co-operation Peer Reviews: Belgium 2020
The OECD’s Development Assistance Committee (DAC) conducts reviews of the individual
development co-operation efforts of DAC members once every five to six years. DAC peer
reviews critically examine the overall performance of a given member, not just that of its
development co-operation agency, covering its policy, programmes and systems. They take
an integrated, system-wide perspective on the development co-operation activities of the
member under review and its approach to fragility, crisis and humanitarian assistance.
Belgium is a powerful voice for the cause of the least developed countries and fragile
contexts, and a strong humanitarian partner. Committed to the principles of partnership,
it empowers multilateral, civil society and private sector organisations to achieve their
mandates. As Belgium emerges from a period of institutional reforms, this peer review
provides recommendations to strengthen the management of its development cooperation policy. It also advises on how to take advantage of recent changes to reinforce
the humanitarian-development-peace nexus, and improve the management of human
resources.

Print ver.
Code: dcd-2020-269-en-print
ISBN: 9789264905719
pages: 108

$30.00

PDF ver.
ISBN : 9789264830981
$18.00
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Urban, Rural and Regional Development

Managing Environmental and Energy Transitions for Regions
and Cities

Print ver.
Code: cfe-2020-801-en-print
ISBN: 9789264791848
pages: 144

$36.00

PDF ver.
ISBN : 9789264473843
$21.00

This report offers guidance on how to prepare regions and cities for the transition
towards a climate-neutral and circular economy by 2050 and is directed to all policymakers
seeking to identify and implement concrete and ambitious transition pathways. It describes
how cities, regions, and rural areas can manage the transition in a range of policy domains,
including energy supply, conversion, and use, the transformation of mobility systems,
and land use practices. It takes stock of discussions between academic and policy experts
emanating from a series of high-level expert workshops organised in 2019 by the OECD
and the European Commission. Bringing together frontier thinking and practical examples
regarding the transition to a climate-neutral economy, the transition to a circular economy,
the transition in cities, the transition in rural areas, and financing and scale-up of transition
action, this report identifies cross-cutting lessons to support urban, regional, and rural
decision makers in managing trade-offs and in promoting, facilitating and enabling
environmental and energy transitions.
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